An interpersonal communication analysis of relationship in psychotherapy.
In psychotherapy theorty, research, and practice, relationship has remained a controversial and elusive construct. Psychoanalytic theorists highlight transference-countertransference factors as central theoretical and technical components, but have yet to translate these constructs into a scientifically useful format. Rogerian theorists have consistently specified the relationship factors of positive regard, empathy, and congruence as "necessary and sufficient conditions" for constructive personality change in therapy and have evolved operational anchorings (e.g. Rogers, Gendlin, Kiesler, and Truax, 1967). Behaviorists (e.g., Wilson and Evans, 1978) conceptualize relationship factors as nonspecific variables which are important in enhancing the social influence and eliciting power of the therapist as an agent of change, while considering most client emotional responses toward the therapist as random factors which are generally irrelevant to the therapeutic process. My purpose in this paper is to offer a conceptual and empirical analysis of relationship in human behavior and in psychotherapy from an interpersonal communication perspective.